Abstract-The field programmable analog array (FPAA) are advantageously useful different functional units, electronic circuits, part of electronic circuit, onto his forming. In this direction there is an opportunity if the cooperation of embedded informatics device and FPAA is possible especially. Perspective that solution, where the electronic circuit to be worked up some-, or more adaptivity plays himself with a partial self-organization in that manner the topology, regarding the parameters of the single elements.
I. INTRODUCTION
His automatic solution is old endeavor in the electronics developments for an electronic circuit constructional task. The parametrical description of the electronic circuit topology and the single element belongs into this naturally. A number interactive solution, developer environments stand for a provision, one may not miss the specialist's intervention, his knowledge however.
We recommend a solution, where we raffle components with the method of the raw attempt in our present article, then these we experiment with connecting him throughout.
We check the electronic circuit worked up with the combinatorial method using the help of a simulation program. We make this, since the computing capacity stands for our provision limitlessly quasi through modern computers. We wish to repair the efficiency of the method with the suitable algorithmic refinements in the additional ones.
This article his writing, the field programme analog array (FPAA) the development of the use of his spreading. [3] [5] [4] II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, CONSTRUCTION The electronic circuit the connection matrices (K c ) are used for a network's description widespread in a simulation. The network according to the figure 1 it a matrix writes it down equation 1. This matrix has information about the connection between the nodes and its direction. The columns of the matrix contain the branches beginning there end from the single node while the rows write the single branches being attached to junctions down. [2] 
Likewise the cited from literature we know that it is a figure 1 and for its graph and its branches an electronic component writes the relation of current tenseness down. The computerized electronic circuit simulation means the calculation of voltages to the single branch of the graph. Widespread, procedures which can be applied well stand onto a provision in this direction.
The electronic circuit left to the computer totally construction in this manner, the single branches of the figure (1) for his function draw, then these means his draw to his linking. A random electronic circuit differing with a given set piece the simulation results of the figures 4, 6 and 8 or theirs simulation result 5, 7 and 11 visible. The figure 2 the with a desired function below permeable filter electronic circuit shows it to it with 3 the transfer of an amplitude frequency. [ We used a component with few numbers in the former little example, the possible forming of the matrix was plain in this manner. Big number of component this procedure presupposes a whacking computational claim at complicated electronic circuits. The made on the other hand in electronic circuits amount of components can be found, and these connecting him has a number rule. The electronic circuit function to be developed is his configuring, a process not heading into endless because taking all these into consideration. FPAA (AN221E04) mentioned in the introduction programmable like that electronic circuit, in which the electronic circuit details which can be developed with electronic circuit macros can be realized. These his quality and his quantity automatically the used depends of FPAA. On the figure 10 in Anadigm FPAA circuit macros visible. [9] [13] [1] The equation 4 it was thawing out on the figure 10 from the possible CAMs different combinations which can be developed writes it down. The equation 3 pays attention to the quantity of the CAMs which can be worked up bar, the figure right being table based on the column of Weight as follows:
where A is the used amplifiers in CAMs, C is the used capacitors in CAMs.
The 4, and 5 give the number of the possible connections,
where q is the number of abilities functional circuit (Configurable analog modules, CAM) in FPAA, m s is the number of abilities different CAM in FPAA, r CAB is the number of permissible CAMs.
where n is the nodes of circuit, b is the used branches in circuit.
Onto a general, maximum case, the number of the branches thins out less, than that number of the nodes 7.
On the other hand, the number of the accesses of the raffled branch electronic circuits and the general who and access defines the number of the nodes 8.
where r CAM−in is the number of inputs of branch-circuits, r CAM−out is the number of outputs of branch-circuits
where s is the number of theoretical abilities circuit. We may avail ourselves of similar conditions with additional limitations. The figure 10 is the Out column of his table and his In column with in conformity with additional bindings in this manner. [14] [15] The figure 12 the proposed electronic circuit generating process exemplifies it. As first step normalized component we make the calculations with parameters, in this manner the character of the function of the electronic circuit can be judged. 
IV. CONCLUSION
Naturally by the proposed solution we get a huge number, but with reasonable bindings radically reducible. At modern computers the proposed solution passable road, which is the algorithm with his additional refinement significantly, can be accelerated.
